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“Let us not become weary in doing good, for at the
proper time we will reap a harvest if we do not give up.”
Galatians 6:9
Camp Meeting has just come to a close. Each year a
tremendous amount of work and preparation goes into this with
teams from EMEVI and the states joining together as one body. Anyone could become
weary..., you might even feel like your standing in a hole? Read on Here's what Marcel had to share about Camp Meeting. It was more than we ever
thought it could be. The worship, coming together, preaching, ordinations,weddings,
baptism's, new decisions for Christ, provision from the EMEVI churches. A
speaker/preacher from the Haitian parliament who works in the Gonaives Department
coming to share with adults and children, encouraging the children to jump higher than
the stars and even then if you fall you will still be with the stars – in other words pursue
your dreams to their fullest. Enough food was donated to share with the community and
Pastor Marc representing Colmini brought not only the largest pig and numerous
eggplant but included a cow for the feast. Teachers came to share about taking care of
the environment, and soil, also a Doctor about how to better take care of families and
still another person about the economy and how to start a small business and then how to
manage it.
Then it was shared to continue to pray but also to act on what God is leading in!

The fruit is evident of what God is doing here, one life at a time, and, there is
hope. It may start by standing in a hole and continue on by standing high in the rafters.
Whatever your part, stand firm in the Lord. There's more to this story and some photo's
as well. 5 more trusses to erect here, at Colmini a goat pen and shelter, at Charrette
completion of their school, children to be sponsored. It may seem daunting as there is
all this and so much more, let's not grow weary as we stand with our brothers and sisters
cheering them on and doing our part to lift them in prayer...
Photo's from Camp Meeting found here
Tomorrow a couple will join Marcel for a week, then some travels are ahead.
June and July brings teams from Michigan then the end of July into August a team from
Kansas + . Later in August it's time for EMEVI's in country mission trip, this year to
Port-de-Paix. Please continue to lift Marcel and his team up as they continue to reach out
with the love of Christ.
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